
Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Amber
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-AMBER

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Amber:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Apricot
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-APRICOT

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Apricot:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Asbury
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ASBURY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Asbury:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Aztec Red
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-AZTEC_RED

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Aztec
Red: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Bark
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BARK

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Bark:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Beetroot
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BEETROOT

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Beetroot:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Bluebunny
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BLUEBUNNY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Bluebunny: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Brown Rust
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BROWN_RUST

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Brown
Rust: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Burgundy
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BURGUNDY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Burgundy: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Butter Squash
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BUTTER_SQUASH

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Butter
Squash: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Caramel
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CARAMEL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Caramel:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Caribbean
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CARIBBEAN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Caribbean: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Champagne
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CHAMPAGNE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Champagne: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Cherry Blossom
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CHERRY_BLOSSO

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Cherry
Blossom: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Cherry Coffee
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CHERRY_COFFEE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Cherry
Coffee: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Cherrycola
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CHERRYCOLA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Cherrycola: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Chilli
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CHILLI

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Chilli:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Clay
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CLAY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Clay:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Clementine
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CLEMENTINE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Clementine: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Cognac
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-COGNAC

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Cognac:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Coral
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CORAL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Coral:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Crystal
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CRYSTAL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Crystal:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Daffodil
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-DAFFODIL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Daffodil:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Dark Chocolate
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-DARK_CHOCOLAT

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Dark
Chocolate: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Eggplant
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-EGGPLANT

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Eggplant:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Fairygarden
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-FAIRYGARDEN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Fairygarden: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Fuchsia
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-FUCHSIA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Fuchsia:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Gardenslate
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-GARDENSLATE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Gardenslate: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Ginger
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-GINGER

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Ginger:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Greengrape
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-GREENGRAPE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Greengrape: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Greenmold
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-GREENMOLD

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Greenmold: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Grizzly
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-GRIZZLY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Grizzly:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Hackberry
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-HACKBERRY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Hackberry: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Hells Garden
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-HELLS_GARDEN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Hells
Garden: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Hibiscus
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-HIBISCUS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Hibiscus:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Hunter
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-HUNTER

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Hunter:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Hydrangea
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-HYDRANGEA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Hydrangea: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Indigo
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-INDIGO

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Indigo:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Iris
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-IRIS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Iris: hand
dyed cotton floss that come in length of approx.
8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Jade
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-JADE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Jade:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Jingle Bells
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-JINGLE_BELLS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Jingle
Bells: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Konice
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-KONICE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Konice:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Lavender
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-LAVENDER

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Lavender:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Moss
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-MOSS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Moss:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Nougat
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-NOUGAT

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Nougat:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Nutmeg
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-NUTMEG

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Nutmeg:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Old Berry
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OLD_BERRY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Old
Berry: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Old Gold
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OLD_GOLD

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Old Gold:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Old Jeans
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OLD_JEANS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Old
Jeans: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Old Lace
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OLD_LACE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Old Lace:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Old Mauve
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OLD_MAUVE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Old
Mauve: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Olive Oil
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OLIVE_OIL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Olive Oil:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Onyx
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ONYX

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Onyx:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Pearl
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PEARL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Pearl:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Peony
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PEONY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Peony:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Pigeon
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PIGEON

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Pigeon:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Pineapple
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PINEAPPLE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Pineapple: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Pine
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PINE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Pine:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Prune
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PRUNE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Prune:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Pumpkin
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PUMPKIN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Pumpkin:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Raspberry
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-RASPBERRY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Raspberry: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Red Grape
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-RED_GRAPE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Red
Grape: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Rosetea
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ROSETEA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Rosetea:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Royal Purple
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ROYAL_PURPLE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Royal
Purple: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Sea Breeze
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SEA_BREEZE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Sea
Breeze: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Semiramis
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SEMIRAMIS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Semiramis: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Soot
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SOOT

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Soot:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Spring Grass
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SPRING_GRASS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Spring
Grass: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Steel
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-STEEL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Steel:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Straw
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-STRAW

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Straw:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Sunset
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SUNSET

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Sunset:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Teal
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-TEAL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Teal: hand
dyed cotton floss that come in length of approx.
8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Valentine
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-VALENTINE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Valentine: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Vanilla
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-VANILLA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Vanilla:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 31 July, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

White Sheep
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-WHITE_SHEEP

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina White
Sheep: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 08 November, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Bardane
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BARDANE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Punk:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 08 November, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Rose Quartz
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ROSEQUARTZ

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Punk:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 08 November, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Sailor
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SAILOR

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Punk:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 08 November, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Bracken
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-BRACKEN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Punk:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 08 November, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Malawi
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-MALAWI

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Punk:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 08 November, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Mill
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-MILL

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Punk:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 08 November, 2012

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Espresso
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ESPRESSO

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Punk:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 February, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Artichoke
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ARTICHOKE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Artichoke: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 February, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Cigar
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CIGAR

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Cigar:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 February, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Desert Rose
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-DESERTROSE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Desert
Rose: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 February, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Desert Rose Light
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-DESERTROSELIG

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Desert
Rose Light: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 February, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Heather
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-HEATHER

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Heather:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 February, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Joy
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-JOY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Joy: hand
dyed cotton floss that come in length of approx.
8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 February, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Oak
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OAK

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Oak: hand
dyed cotton floss that come in length of approx.
8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 24 April, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Clematis
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CLEMATIS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Clematis:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 24 April, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Sphinx
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SPHINX

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Sphinx:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 June, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Syringa
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SYRINGA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Syringa:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 25 June, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Calendula
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CALENDULA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Calendula: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 25 June, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Lagoon
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-LAGOON

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Lagoon:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 30 August, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Sage
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SAGE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Sage:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Allium
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ALLIUM

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Allium:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Arwen
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ARWEN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Arwen:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Crimson Fire
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-CRIMSONFIRE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Crimson
Fire: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Pallas Athene
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PATHENE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Pallas
Athene: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Raven
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-RAVEN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Raven:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Red Tile
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-REDTILE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Red Tile:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Seaweed
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SEAWEED

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Seaweed:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Snowdrop
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-SNOWDROP

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Snowdrop: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Wineyard
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-WINEYARD

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Wineyard: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 May, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Absynthe
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-ABSYNTHE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Absynthe: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 18 September, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Golden Plum
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-GOLDPLUM

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Golden
Plum: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 18 September, 2014

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Terracotta
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-TERRACOTTA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Terracotta: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 24 July, 2015

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Dawn
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-DAWN

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Dawn:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 24 July, 2015

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Pitch Black
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-PITCHBLACK

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Pitch
Black: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 July, 2016

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Dragonfly
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-DRAGONFLY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Dragonfly: hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 July, 2016

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Mermaid
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-MERMAID

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Mermaid:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 29 May, 2018

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Dried Algae
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-DRIED-ALGAE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Dried
Algae: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 29 May, 2018

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Poison
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-POISON

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Poison :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 29 May, 2018

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Ocean Tide
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HDC-OCEAN-TIDE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Ocean
Tide : hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Limestone
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-LIMESTONE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina
Limestone : hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Rose Sand
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-ROSE-SAND

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Rose
Sand : hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Herba
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HERBA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Herba :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Apple Pie
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-APPLE-PIE

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Apple Pie
: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Amaryllis
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-AMARYLLIS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Amaryllis
: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Phoenix
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-PHOENIX

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Phoenix :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Minty
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-MINTY

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Minty :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Saturn Red
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-SATURN-RED

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Saturn
Red : hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Scilla
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-SCILLA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Scilla :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Rainy Days
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-RAINY-DAYS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Rainy
Days : hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Rose Jam
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-ROSE-JAM

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Rose Jam
: hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Sonnet
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-SONNET

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Sonnet :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 March, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Candy Shop
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-CANDYSHOP

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Sonnet :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 10 March, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Faerie Wings
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-FAERIEWINGS

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Sonnet :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 June, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Willow
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-WILLOW

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Willow :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 June, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Orchid
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-ORCHID

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Orchid :
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 25 May, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Mist & Iura
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-MISTIURA

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Mist &
Iura : hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (4 + 4 mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 June, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Holly & Ilex
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HOLLYILEX

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Holly &
Ilex : hand dyed cotton floss that come in length
of approx. 8.75 yards (4 + 4 mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 June, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Happy Accident
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-HAPPYACC

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Happy
Accident : hand dyed cotton floss that come in
length of approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand
skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 June, 2022

Threads & Yarns - Nina's Threads - Hand Dyed Mouliné

Rhubarb
da: Hand dyed by Nina

Modello: FILNINA-RHUBARB

100% cotton skeins Hand made by Nina Rhubarb:
hand dyed cotton floss that come in length of
approx. 8.75 yards (8mt.), 6-strand skeins.
Nina personally dyes each single skein, with
special textile paints and this is why washing is not
recommended. However, if you'd like to test color
fastness, just follow this simple procedure: take a
try with cold / lukewarm water, without any
detergent, before you start stitching. Dark colors,
red and lilac shades may bleed the water, but Nina
guarantees she pays highest attention to fix all her
colors as much as possible. The top-quality fibers
used for these threads make them the ideal choice
for cross stitch, though they can be used in any
other kind of needlework, as well!

Price: € 3.40 (incl. VAT)
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